What is the connection between migration and environmental degradation?

Although we often hear of the role that political, religious, and other forms of persecution have in the displacement of persons around the world, much less attention is generally paid to environmental degradation and climate change and how that also leads to displacement. Such environmentally-linked displacement can occur due to an immediate environmental event – like a hurricane or an earthquake – or could be due to slow onset environmental change, such as a drought or rising sea levels that inundate low-lying coastal regions. With climate change likely to get worse, we can expect to see more climate-related refugees and displacement of people.

According to the Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre, in 2019 alone nearly 18 million people worldwide were displaced time of a natural disaster.¹ Experts at the World Bank Group anticipate that as many as 2 million people from Central America and Mexico will be internally displaced due to environmental causes by 2050, while the Latin American continent might experience displacement of up to 10 million people during this same timeframe.² Given the relatively few legal and international protections afforded to those displaced by environmental degradation, it is important that we examine how we can better respond to the protection needs of those impacted.

What does the Catholic Church say about environmental refugees?

The Catholic Church has been vocal about the need to care for creation and the Earth, our common home. The Church’s concern about the effect that environmental degradation will have on human beings can be linked back to Saint Paul VI. In his Apostolic Letter Octogesima Adveniens (1971), Saint Paul VI noted that “man is suddenly becoming aware that by an ill-considered exploitation of nature he [man] risks destroying it and becoming in turn the victim of this degradation.”³ Pope Benedict who, due to his work on environmental protection, has been referred to as the “green pope,” emphasized the extent to which our ability to become fully human and thrive as persons is
directly linked to our relationship with the environment⁵, and expressed concern about the tragic situation confronting “environmental refugees.”⁶ Pope Francis reiterated the importance of supporting individuals affected by climate change and environmental damage when he lamented the “tragic rise in the number of migrants seeking to flee from the growing poverty caused by environmental degradation. They are not recognized by international conventions as refugees; they bear the loss of the lives they have left behind, without enjoying any legal protection whatsoever.”⁷

**What are some policy solutions to this issue?**

1. **Examine Root Causes of Climate Change and Environmental Degradation and Robustly Fund Efforts to Mitigate the Damage So That People Do Not Have to Migrate** – While it is difficult to determine when migration is a consequence of climate change, it is nevertheless evident that environmental causes have a significant role in displacement.⁸ It is critical to devote resources and develop and implement strategies to help countries mitigate the effect of environmental-induced displacement, particularly as it affects the most vulnerable in their respective countries.

2. **Ensure Environmental Migrants Can Access Protection in Law** – Environmental migrants and those displaced due to environmental degradation do not have formal international recognition of their protection needs should they be forced migrate, and those left behind often remain at the mercy of their local governments for support. Recognition of these populations at the international level should be considered.

   Additionally, the U.S. government should lead domestic efforts to implement a humanitarian protection system which would parallel the refugee resettlement program and allot a certain number of visas to individuals who are displaced due to environmental causes. Introduced in 2019 and sponsored by Senator Markey (D-MA) S. 2565⁹: *To establish a Global Climate Change Resilience Strategy, to authorize the admission of climate-displaced persons, and for other purposes,* is one such bill that looks to create a new humanitarian program that would provide visas that would resettle into the United States persons who are displaced due to environmental dislocation but would be separate from the resettlement program.

3. **Continue to Look for Legal Immediate Protection Pathways** – Governments should continue to promote legal and immediate pathways for those living abroad and in the region who are impacted by environmental degradation. In the United States context, Temporary Protected Status (sp) is a statutory protection that has been used in a bipartisan way to provide protection in the United States.

**What can you do to help prevent environmental degradation and protect those displaced by such damage?**

1. **Pray.** Take a moment and say a prayer for creation.
2. **Educate yourself and your community.** Learn from experts such as the Catholic Climate Covenant which helps to guide the institutional Church’s response to climate change. Take an opportunity to familiarize yourself with their work on this issue.
3. **Reflect.** Read or reread *Laudato Si,* Pope Francis’s encyclical, which emphasizes the need for us to protect our planet. Check out this discussion guide on *Laudato Si* (sp) for you to use.
4. **Advocate.** Learn about and encourage supporting governmental migration protection designations such as Temporary Protected Status (sp) for individuals who are stranded from their homes due to environmental disaster or displacement.
5. **Join the Justice for Immigrants listserv.** Doing so will help you to keep up with developments in the field of climate change and migration.
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